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ABSTRACT. For this radiocarbon study, 7 saltwater pearls and 3 shells from pearl oysters have been analyzed. The declared

ages of the samples range from the mid-19th century to very recent formations. The analyzed data show the potential of the

bomb peak time marker to provide additional information when testing pearls. The analyzed pearls could be distinctly sepa-

rated in pearls of pre- and post-bomb peak ages, in agreement with the distinction based on the declared ages. The analyzed

data further reveals the potential of this method to provide supporting evidence for the historic provenience of a pearl or as

an indication of a natural or cultured formation of a pearl.

INTRODUCTION

Due to their beauty, pearls have been used for adornment since prehistoric times and are among the

most prized jewels, as they connote not only beauty and rarity, but also status and have thus been

used as means of representation in many cultures since ancient times (Kunz 1908). Famous historic

jewels and ornaments with pearls are known from the treasures of the royal courts in Europe, Russia,

the Middle East, India, and China (Bennett and Mascetti 2007; Scarisbrick 2008). 

With the development of pearl cultivation in the beginning of the 20th century, pearls have gained a

much-increased accessibility and popularity when compared to previous ages. Now the pearl trade

is a multibillion share of the worldwide jewelry market. Its products range from low-quality and

inexpensive freshwater cultured pearls to rare and highly sought after natural pearls of historic prov-

enance, such as the La Peregrina pearl (Figure 1). This natural pearl was sold in December 2011 for

11 million US dollars at auction (Christie’s 2011), the highest price ever paid so far for any pearl.

The price for this pearl is mostly linked to its historic provenance, being documented and depicted

in paintings since the 16th century (Hans Eworth 1554, in Cooper 2008; Diego Velazquez 1634, in

Lopez-Rey 1996; Finlay 2007).

Pearls are calcium carbonate (CaCO3) concretions, formed by biomineralization by both freshwater

and saltwater mollusks (Gutmannsbauer and Hänni 1994; Southgate and Lucas 2008). We can dis-

tinguish between natural pearls, which form accidentally within a mollusk, and cultured pearls that

are the result of a grafting process being cultivated and harvested from a certain shell species (e.g.

Pinctada maxima, Pinctada margaritifera, Pictada fucata, Unio) (Strack 2006; Müller 2009). As

there is commonly a large price gap between natural pearls and cultured pearls, the trade relies on

specialized gemmological laboratories to identify pearls and to distinguish natural from cultured

pearls. Identification if a pearl grew as natural or cultured pearl is commonly based on radiography,

X-ray luminescence, and X-ray computed µ-tomography, combined with X-ray fluorescence

(EDXRF), Raman microspectrometry, UV-Vis-NIR reflectometry and meticulous microscopic

examinations (Anderson 1931; Elen 2002; Hänni 2006; Barnard and de Waal 2006; Sturman 2009;

Krzemnicki et al. 2010). Recently, radiocarbon dating appeared as a new approach in pearl testing

(Hänni 2008; Krzemnicki 2010; Hainschwang et al. 2010). It is the aim of this study to establish

whether this method could reveal evidence for a pearl’s historic provenance, and if it would distin-

guish between natural pearls and cultured ones.
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14C age dating of shells has been described in numerous studies (Berger et al. 1966; Bowman and

Harvey 1983; Berkman and Forman 1996; Yoneda et al. 2007). A general problem of these data is

that marine reservoir ages may strongly affect the resulting 14C ages of shells, especially in areas

with upwelling “old” water. Although a database exists (Reimer and Reimer 2001) and is regularly

extended, the correction is not always well known. Apart from this, the incorporation of e.g. lime-

stone into the terrestrial or freshwater shell (and pearl) structure (the “hardwater effect”) may further

complicate the situation. These effects are especially variable for a) freshwater mollusks living in

rivers and lakes and b) for gastropods grinding the soil for food (Goodfriend and Stipp 1983). For

suspension-feeding saltwater mollusks (e.g. oysters) living in coastal marine habitats with known

upwelling and carbon isotope ratios, analyses should result in more reliable 14C ages (Taylor and

Slota 1979; Rick et al. 2005). Especially for pearls and shells from pearl farms (i.e. cultivated), the

habitat is well known (Brown 2005; Strack 2006; Southgate and Lucas 2008; Cartier et al. 2012).

These farms are generally located in coastal regions with currents of nutrient-rich water. The oysters

hang for several years in net-baskets about 3–8 m below the water surface and again about 10 m

above sandy ground. The oysters, being filter-feeders, extract suspended organic matter (such as

phytoplankton, zooplankton, and algea) and waterborne nutrients and particles (Pouvreau et al.

2000). By cleaning the shells regularly every 2–4 weeks from attached parasites, the pearl farmers

try to guarantee a constant food supply for their suspension-feeding oysters with the aim to

minimize damage and thus prevent production of low-quality pearls. Natural pearls, especially from

the Arabian Gulf, are originating from shells living on the shallow sandy sea ground (Carter 2000).

They may accumulate into larger shell-banks, but are not directly linked to coral reefs and lagoons.

PEARLING HISTORY AND RELATED PROBLEMS FOR PEARL IDENTIFICATION

The history of pearling, shown schematically in Figure 2, can be separated into 2 very distinct peri-

ods. Until the beginning of the 20th century, there were only natural pearls found in wild shells.

Figure 1 La Peregrina pearl, a historic natural pearl found in the 16th

century and which has been depicted in several historic paintings (inset:

painting by Hans Eworth (~1520–1574) of Queen Mary I of England and

Ireland, wearing a pendant with the La Peregrina pearl.
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Although the first experiments to create a cultured pearl date back to the 13th century or even

before, there was no successful cultured pearl production, except so-called cultured blisters, which

are actually nacreous concretions accumulated directly on the inner surface of the shell on an

inserted object (Sirnkiss and Wada 1980). Although early attempts by G E Streeter (Brown 2005)

and William Saville-Kent (Brown and Mendis 1984) to produce cultured pearls at the end of the

19th century in Western Australia are documented, the breakthrough to create cultured pearls was

actually in the beginning of the 20th century in Japan, when Tokichi Nishikawa and Tatsuhei Mise

and later Kokichi Mikimoto patented their methods of pearl cultivation in 1907 and 1916, respec-

tively. In the following years, Mikimoto started to produce cultured pearls (so-called Akoya cultured

pearls) in large quantities (Strack 2006) in an unprecedented expansion. To produce these cultured

pearls, he inserted a calcium carbonate bead together with a mantle tissue graft into the gonads of a

mollusk from the Japanese pearl oyster (P. fucata), on which then a layer of nacre (mother-of-pearl)

was forming. This process remains one of the main methods to produce saltwater cultured pearls,

such as the South Sea (from P. maxima) or Tahiti cultured pearls (from P. margaritifera) (Strack

2006; Southgate and Lucas 2008). Due to the World War II, the pearl cultivation industry suffered a

drawback, but regained again in the 1950s, producing large quantities of cultured pearls from P.

fucata, while diving for natural pearls has nearly ceased. Although, already in the 1930s Japanese

technicians started to experiment with the large P. maxima shells to grow larger cultured pearls, it

was only in 1956 that a Japanese-Australian-American joint-venture was commercially successful

in harvesting large South Sea cultured pearls at the north Australian coast (Brown 2005). In the fol-

lowing years, especially in the 1970s and 1980s, numerous pearl farms in Australia and French

Polynesia started to supply the international trade with increasing quantities of cultured pearls, thus

competing against the slowly declining Akoya cultured pearl production in Japan. Parallel to this,

the 1980s and 1990s also saw the rise of the beadless freshwater cultured pearls (from Unio) in

China, which in quantity have by far outnumbered the production of saltwater pearls in recent years.

Figure 2 Scheme showing the development of the cultured pearl industry over the past 100 yr, superposed by the

bomb peak (Northern Hemisphere). The market share of natural pearls has dramatically decreased with the progress

of the cultured pearl industry. 
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Today, the cultured pearl industry is facing major economic challenges, partly due to the overpro-

duction of Chinese freshwater cultured pearls. Yet, pearl farming remains an interesting craft for

local communities, as it has the potential to create a sustainable development in remote coastal areas

(Cartier and Ali 2012). Commercially operating pearl farms are now located in the Pacific (French

Polynesia, Cook Islands, Fiji, Micronesia), Australia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand,

Myanmar, the Arabian Gulf, Sudan (Red Sea), Tanzania, and even in Baja California, Mexico (Kief-

ert et al. 2004; Brown 2005; Southgate et al. 2006; Strack 2006; Southgate and Lucas 2008; Müller

2009; Cartier et al. 2012). 

Identification of these beaded saltwater cultured pearls is generally straightforward, as they show a

distinct bead structure in radiographies. However, accidentally, this bead may be rejected or fall out

of the mollusk tissue (“pearl-sac”), thus forming a cultured pearl with no bead inside. Such beadless

cultured pearls may eventually show internal structures in radiographies (and X-ray µ-tomography)

that are very similar to the ones of natural pearls (Hänni 2006; Krzemnicki 2010; Krzemnicki et al.

2010). In recent years, such cultured pearls were even produced on purpose, partly by introducing

natural pearls as beads, to mimic the appearance and structures of natural pearls, with the evident

reason to deceive the buyer. This fraudulent misuse of cultured pearls has and still is considerably

threatening to the natural pearl trade (Krzemnicki 2010; Hänni et al. 2010) and challenges the com-

mercial pearl identification laboratories worldwide. 

By superposing the bomb peak on the progress of the pearl industry (Figure 2), it becomes evident

that 14C analysis may support pearl identification. The following can be deducted assuming that the

analyzed 14C age is accurate (i.e. a proper reservoir age correction has been made): 

� Pearls, which are distinctly older than the bomb peak (pre-20th century) are natural. The result-

ing age may shed light on their historic provenance. This information may be highly valuable

for the antique jewelry trade. 

� Pearls with a 14C age younger than 1915 are either natural or cultured. But, as cultured pearls

from Pinctada maxima and Pinctada margaritifera are only known since 1956, we may even

assume that pearls of these mollusk species with a 14C age distinctly before the bomb peak are

most probably of natural origin. Pearls that are distinctly younger than the bomb peak can either

be natural or cultured. However, as the recent production of cultured pearls from P. fucata, P.

maxima, and P. maragritifera is by far exceeding the amount of newly discovered natural pearls

of the same species, these young pearls are most likely cultured pearls. On the other hand, it

should be stressed that, in contrast to the “old” pearls, the 14C age by itself of such “young”

pearls is not proof for its origin (natural or cultured) because natural pearls of the same species

are formed in mollusks even at present.

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION AND ANALYTICAL CONDITIONS

For this study, we have analyzed 7 pearls and 3 shells (Table 1). Three of the pearls are saltwater nat-

ural pearls (Pinctada radiata and P. maxima) and 4 are saltwater cultured pearls (P. maxima and P.

fucata). The 3 shells are from P. radiata and P. maxima. The pearls and shells have been carefully

selected a) to represent the most common pearl species known in the jewelry trade, and b) to span a

range from very recent formations (harvested from pearl farms in 2009) to samples dating back pre-

sumably to the mid-19th century. As far as possible, these pearls and shells are documented, includ-

ing the historic pearls donated by antique jewelry collectors and a shell (sample ETH-46326) hand-

picked in 2009 by one of the authors (MSK) in the Emirate Ras-al-Khaimah. Unfortunately, the pre-

cise geographic origin of some of these samples is not very well known. This is especially the case

for the historic pearls, originally set in antique jewelry (ETH-46322 and -46319 shown in Figure 3,
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and ETH-46323). Based on the provided information and the analyzed properties, the authors have

designated a geographic area to all of the samples to our best knowledge (Table 1).

All the studied pearls and shells are characterized by a layer of mother-of-pearl (nacre) at the sur-

face. The nacre consists of a densely stacked array of very tiny aragonite platelets (orthorhombic

CaCO3), forming a robust and attractive pearly surface (Gutmannsbauer and Hänni 1994). The

extraction of calcium carbonate for 14C age determination was done either by abrading part of the

nacre layers from the pearls or by chipping off fragments from the pearls and shells. A minimum

quantity of 8 mg was collected for each sample for the 14C analyses.

Figure 3 Two of the analyzed samples: ETH-46322, a pearl from an antique medallion-pendant with

small pearls from 1860 (species Pinctada radiata from the Arabian Gulf), and sample ETH-46319, a

large natural pearl (Pinctada maxima, presumably from northern Australia) with a pre-1950 age.

Table 1 Description of material chosen for this study.

Sample Item Formation Origin Species Declared agea

a“Declared” age and the provenance are indicated to our best knowledge based on the provided information.

Provenancea Collection

ETH-38493 Pearl Cultured Saltwater P. maxima ~2001 Australia/Indonesia SSEF
ETH-46319 Pearl Natural Saltwater P. maxima ~1940 Australia? Private
ETH-46320 Pearl Cultured Saltwater P. maxima ~2009 Indonesia Private
ETH-46321 Pearl Cultured Saltwater P. maxima ~2009 Indonesia Private
ETH-46322 Pearl Natural Saltwater P. radiata ~1860 Arabian Gulf Private
ETH-46323 Pearl Natural Saltwater P. radiata ~1880 Arabian Gulf Private
ETH-46324 Shell Saltwater P. maxima 1990 Philippines SSEF
ETH-46325 Shell Saltwater P. radiata 1992 Arabian Gulf SSEF
ETH-46326 Shell Saltwater P. radiata 2009 Arabian Gulf MSK
ETH-46327 Pearl Cultured Saltwater P. fucata 1982 Japan SSEF
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Sample Treatment and Preparation

Pieces of pearls were subject to washing in ultrapure water. On average, 8 mg of pearl material was

placed in gas bench tubes and flushed with helium flow, then dissolved in concentrated phosphoric

acid (85%) and transferred to the graphitization system (Wacker et al. 2013). Graphite was then

pressed into targets (cathodes) and the 14C/12C ratio was measured using the MICADAS system

(Synal et al. 2007).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After correction for blank values and fractionation (13C), the measured 14C/12C concentration was

used to calculate conventional 14C ages (Stuiver and Polach 1977). For all samples, the calculated
14C age BP was corrected using the following approach: reservoir correction was assigned to each

location using the database of marine reservoir correction (Reimer and Reimer 2001 and references

therein). These were estimated (weighted mean) based on 10 data points in the vicinity of the sam-

pling site. The corrected 14C ages were then calibrated using IntCal09 data (Reimer et al. 2009) and

SHCal04 (McCormac et al. 2004). The marine data set of IntCal09 was used in the case of 2 histor-

ical samples from the Northern Hemisphere (NH; see Table 2). If corrected 14C ages were negative,

their calendar ages were estimated using bomb peak data for the corresponding regions NH (Levin

and Kromer 2004; Levin et al. 2008) and Southern Hemisphere (SH; Hua and Barbetti 2004) using

OxCal v 4.1.7 (Bronk Ramsey 2009) or CALIBomb (http://calib.qub.ac.uk/CALIBomb/

frameset.html) using F14C (Reimer et al. 2004) calculated after correction for reservoir ages. Com-

paring the corrected 14C ages with the “declared” age of the samples (Table 2), one can observe that

the samples formed after the bomb peak can be well separated from the ones with “declared” his-

toric ages (ETH-46322, ETH-46323, and ETH-46319).

The oldest sample (ETH-46322), a natural pearl originally set in an antique medallion-pendant (Fig-

ure 3) dated to about 1860, shows a rather matching corrected 14C age (Figure 4). Also, the sample

ETH-46323 set in an antique brooch reveals an age that falls into the problematic time of the cali-

Table 2 Results of 14C analysis: 14C ages were corrected for reservoir age estimated for the locations (average

of 10 data points near location of the sampling site), calibrated using corresponding data set. For samples with

negative corrected 14C ages, the corrected F14C value was calculated.

Lab code

(ETH-) Item

Declared

agea

a“Declared” age and the provenance are indicated to our best knowledge based on the provided information.

14C age

BP (1)

13C

(‰)

Res.

age 

Corr. 14C

age (BP)

Corrected

F14C

Calendar

age AD

Calibration

data set

38493 Pearl ~2001 –455 ± 30 –5.4 467 –922 ± 27 1.1216 ± 
0.0038

1958–1959,
1994–1996

CALIBomb: SH1

46319 Pearl pre-1950 765 ± 30 3.0 467 298 ± 27 1623–1781 SHCal04
46320 Pearl ~2009 –290 ± 25 0.1 466 –756 ± 26 1.0987 ± 

0.0036
1958 CALIBomb: SH1

46321 Pearl ~2009 –290 ± 25 –1.5 466 –756 ± 26 1.0987 ± 
0.0036

1958 CALIBomb: SH1

46322 Pearl ~1860 730 ± 30 0.6 595 135 ± 54 1600–1950 Marine IntCal09 
46323 Pearl ~1880 610 ± 30 0.5 595 15 ± 54 1708–1950 Marine IntCal09
46324 Shell 1990 –805 ± 25 0.1 453 –1258 ± 41 1.1695 ± 

0.0060
1959–1960,
1988–1992

CALIBomb: SH1

46325 Shell 1992 –965 ± 25 –0.2 595 –1560 ± 53 1.2143 ± 
0.0080

1958–1961,
1983–1985

CALIBomb: Levin 

46326 Shell 2009 –155 ± 25 –2.0 595 –750 ± 53 1.0979 ± 
0.0072

1954–1958,
1995–2001

CALIBomb: Levin

46327 Pearl 1982 485 ± 30 –0.6 508 –23 ± 46 1.0029 ± 
0.0058

1950–2008 CALIBomb: Levin
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bration curve where multiple intervals correspond to the measured 14C age. Nevertheless, the

“declared” age of AD 1880 is well within the possible calendar ages.

Sample ETH-46319, a large pearl of Pinctada maxima (Figure 3), although declared as being pre-

1950, reveals a historic age of AD 1623–1781 (2 probability). From the information provided by

the collector, the measured 14C age is possible, but unfortunately historic age is not well docu-

mented. However, despite the unknown accuracy of the historic age, the age provided by the 14C age

determination allows in this specific case to unambiguously identify the sample as a natural pearl.

This was not possible when only previous testing with radiography and X-ray computed -tomog-

raphy was applied because these methods gave inconclusive results. The fact that cultured P.

maxima pearls of such large size were only produced commercially after the bomb peak and the pre-

bomb 14C age helped to resolve the problem. For the 7 more recent pearls and shell samples, which

formed distinctly after the bomb-peak, the calculated and corrected 14C ages in 4 cases quite well

match their “declared” ages (ETH-46324, -46325, -38493, -46326), whereas the cultured pearl from

Japan (ETH-46327) with a declared age of 1982 and the 2 cultured pearls from Indonesia (ETH-

46320, -46321) from 2009 reveal older ages. This again might indicate some variability in reservoir

ages of this region that affects our results. Nevertheless, the results of our study show that pearls

detect bomb 14C, which proves the potential of 14C in pearls for detection of this time marker.

CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that 14C age determination can provide additional valuable information when

testing pearls. We can distinguish 2 very different scopes. In the case of antique jewelry and trea-

Figure 4 Calibrated of ages of 2 historic pearls (ETH-46322 and -46323) that were formed

before the bomb peak. Both pearls originate from the Arabian Gulf and were calibrated

using the marine calibration curve IntCal09 (Reimer et al. 2009) and R = 190 ± 180 yr.
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sures, age determination may support evidence for their historic provenance (e.g. sample ETH-

46322). This can be very important, especially in the case of pearls of iconic significance in cultural

history. A pearl set in a historic jewelry item revealing a recent age (after the bomb peak) would

indicate that the item had been manufactured, likely with fraudulent intention. In the case of more

recent ages close to the bomb peak, 14C age dating might be supporting evidence that enables us to

conclude whether a pearl is a natural or cultured formation. This is based on the fact that the methods

to cultivate pearls from certain mollusk species (Pinctada maxima, Pinctada margaritifera) have

been developed at or distinctly after the bomb peak (Figure 2). Thus, a 14C age of such a pearl spe-

cies close to the bomb peak nearly rules out a formation as a cultured pearl (e.g. ETH-46319). How-

ever, it has to be stressed that such assumptions only can be drawn after careful identification of the

mollusk species of the pearl. For pearls that show very young ages, this method is only of limited

use, as it cannot distinguish between a young natural pearl or a cultured pearl. In such cases, pearl

identification has to rely mostly on radiography and X-ray computed µ-tomography.
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